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Escape casts 
new focus on 
women’s rights

ASaudi teen’s live-tweeted asylum plea has
cast a renewed spotlight on women’s rights
just months after women won the right to

drive, and sparked rare criticism of restrictive
“guardianship” laws - from men. Rahaf Mohammed
Al-Qunun, 18, arrived in Thailand at the weekend
after fleeing what she called an abusive family in
the deeply conservative kingdom and staved off
deportation after her tweets drew global attention.
Qunun’s impassioned cry for help set off a media
frenzy, prompting angry denunciations and death
threats from many in a kingdom where guardian-
ship laws are still widely supported. 

But the incident sparked a rare online debate as
several young Saudis - including men - implored
authorities to dismantle the guardianship system.
Seen as a form of gender apartheid, the system
means Saudi women are often only as free as their
male “guardians” - husband, father and other male
relatives - allow them to be. The men in their lives
have to give formal permission for the women to
study, get married or even renew their passports.

“Guardianship gives men the ultimate authority
over women,” a young Saudi medical student named
Bandar said in a video monologue posted on
Twitter. “He can control her, slap her, beat her, do
whatever he wants and no (government) agency can
stop him. This is causing women to dream about liv-
ing elsewhere, away from where they were born and
raised. Why? Because living here suffocates them.”

As tweets by Qunun, now in the care of a UN
refugee agency in Thailand, went viral, a new hash-
tag gained traction in Saudi Arabia: “Drop
guardianship or all of us will migrate”. “Saudi soci-
ety, in general, has utterly failed to come to terms
with the reality that women have an equal desire
for self-actualization,” tweeted another Saudi man,
Ahmad Nasser Al-Shathri. “The notion that a
women’s innate desire is to be a homemaker is crip-
pling our societal growth.”

‘Repressive’ system 
The backlash follows a wide-ranging liberaliza-

tion drive spearheaded by Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman that is aimed at transform-
ing the conservative petro-state, long criticized for
its treatment of women. His reforms include the
much-celebrated decision overturning the world’s
only ban on female motorists last June, allowing
women to attend football games alongside men and
take on jobs that once fell outside the narrow con-
fines of traditional gender roles. 

Catalysed in large measure by what experts call
economic pain owing to a drop in oil prices, the
reforms have introduced a series of firsts in the
Saudi labor market, where women have a miniscule
presence. In recent months, Saudi media has cham-
pioned the first woman restaurant chef, first woman
news anchor and even the first woman racing driv-
er. For the first time, women are seen alongside men
in music concerts and social gatherings, amid the
waning influence of the once-feared religious
police, which strictly segregated the genders. 

But while transforming the lives of many women,
this reform drive will be cosmetic for many others
until the kingdom abolishes a system that gives
men arbitrary authority over their female relatives,
critics say. “The social reforms in Saudi Arabia are
very much real and they will improve the everyday
lives of women,” Bessma Momani, a professor at
Canada’s University of Waterloo, told AFP. “But the
guardianship system remains repressive and hin-
ders women’s rights and mobility.”

Lightning rod 
Women’s empowerment is a potential social

lightning rod in the deeply traditional society of
Saudi Arabia. Officials close to the government say
they are seeking to dismantle the system piecemeal
to prevent any backlash from arch-conservatives.
Meanwhile, horror stories regularly surface.
Women inmates are often reported to be stuck in
prisons after completing their terms because they
were not claimed by their guardians. One Saudi
woman told AFP how she was stuck in limbo,
unable to even renew her passport, when her
father, her only male guardian, slipped into a coma
after an accident.

Many Saudis condemned Qunun for what they
described as dishonoring her family. But as she gal-
vanized international support in a Twitter-led cam-
paign, many others voiced solidarity - especially
after the Saudi charge d’affaires in Bangkok was
caught on tape telling Thai authorities they should
have confiscated Qunun’s cellphone. “It is challeng-
ing for the crown prince to completely dismantle
guardianship laws because of religious conserva-
tives who have a vested political interest to remain
relevant in a changing Saudi Arabia,” said Momani.
“That said, social pressure from young people like
Rahaf, who find the reforms glacially slow ... may
prove more of a political challenge than the reli-
gious conservatives.” — AFP 

By James Dobbins

The Trump administration has begun to roll back the
president’s announced pullout from Syria. On Dec
19 Trump said Islamic State had been defeated; his

officials now acknowledge not entirely. Trump originally
ordered a withdrawal within 30 days, then administration
officials said it would take four months, and more recently
they announced that there is as yet no fixed timetable. The
departure was originally unconditioned, now it is explicitly
conditioned on receiving assurances from Turkey regard-
ing their treatment of the Syrian Kurds - a demand that
caused Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to snub
National Security Adviser John Bolton during Bolton’s
Tuesday visit to Ankara.

Despite tension with Ankara, these evolutions are all in
the right direction, recognizing that the anti-IS campaign
is not entirely over and that the United States has residual
obligations to its main partners in that fight, the Syrian
Kurds. The change in strategy is also evidence of serious
disarray within the administration, as officials at all levels
struggle to carry out what appear to be ill-prepared
instructions and unrealistic policies.

Confusion over Syrian policy preceded the president’s
withdrawal announcement. Trump has said that he had
earlier given the Pentagon a firm deadline for withdrawal

and had refused to extend it. Yet in the weeks leading up
to his December announcement, Bolton and his top Syrian
envoy, James Jeffrey, publicly maintained that American
forces would remain in Syria as long as Iranian forces and
proxies did, which is to say indefinitely. So either the
president had not given clear instructions, or his principal
advisers did not take his guidance seriously. Either expla-
nation would be cause for concern.

In their Dec 14 phone call that preceded the withdraw-
al announcement, Trump and Erdogan agreed that Turkey
would take over the fight against residual IS elements in
Syria. A glance at the map would indicate how improbable
this is. IS is holed up in isolated pockets of resistance on
the Iraqi border, not the Turkish border, and thousands of
Kurdish fighters occupy the territory in between.
Geography makes clear that any future anti-IS campaign
in the Euphrates River valley would likely be conducted
by the Kurds, or the Damascus regime and its Russian and
Iranian allies. 

The Kurds can conduct this fight only if they are not
attacked by the Turks and if they continue to benefit from
American equipment and air support, which probably
requires at least a few American forward observers on the
ground. Having the Syrian government occupy this area
would be a lot less desirable, but better than leaving IS
undisturbed.

Washington’s attitude toward the regime in Damascus
also warrants review. Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad is
a serial war criminal, but the United States has previously
talked with other leaders in that category, such as Serbia’s
Slobodan Milosevic and Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi. Iran
will never leave Syria entirely, but its presence will dimin-
ish as the civil war winds down. Ending that war and
offering the prospect of international reconstruction
assistance could provide the best means of eventually
reducing Iranian influence. 

America’s Gulf allies are beginning to make their peace
with Assad in order to better compete with Iran for influ-
ence there. European governments are also becoming
restive and in the wake of the most recent shifts in US
policy, less l ikely to follow Washington’s lead.
Washington’s strategy, under Obama as well as Trump,
has been to “impose costs” on the government in
Damascus by diplomatic ostracism and economic sanc-
tions. This punitive approach is morally satisfying and
politically expedient, but as a practical matter it just helps
perpetuate the conflict and sustain Assad’s dependency
on Iran. 

NOTE: James Dobbins is a senior fellow at the non-
profit, nonpartisan RAND Corporation and a former US
assistant secretary of state. The opinions expressed are
his own. — Reuters 

US should review its approach to Assad

Shutdown keeps 
US experts away 
from conferences 

This week, the American
Astronomical Society is meeting in
Seattle, but no one from NASA is

attending. In Phoenix, thousands of mete-
orologists are presenting research on cli-
mate change and extreme weather, but
hundreds of representatives from the
National Weather Service and other US
agencies canceled at the 11th hour. The
US government shutdown, now well into
its third week, may be focused on a budg-
et dispute between President Donald
Trump and Congress over border securi-
ty, but it is having a ripple effect on the
scientific community.

Keith Seitter, the executive director of
the American Meteorological Society, told
AFP that the absence of about 700 US
government employees at his group’s annu-
al meeting will mean the loss of about 800
presentations. It slashed total attendance at
the five-day meeting in Arizona from 4,400
to about 3,700, he said. Many of the
absentees work for the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
which is focused on the state of America’s
oceans and the atmosphere.

It is also the umbrella agency for the
National Weather Service, whose person-
nel still work on weather alerts and fore-
casts, but without pay. NOAA researchers
who are not as involved in day-to-day
operations but who take care of quality
control and the development of forecast
models have been furloughed until the
wider budget dispute is resolved.

The US space agency NASA and the
National Science Foundation, one of the
main sources of research funding in the
country, have also grounded their experts
from attending any conferences until fur-
ther notice. A large part of NASA’s budget
is earmarked for observation of the Earth.
“This is a real loss in many ways, from
agencies not having access to the most
recent research coming out of the academ-
ic community, to loss of interactions with
the private sector, who are innovating new
techniques,” Seitter said.

“And of course, all of us are also missing
an opportunity to learn more about what
the government scientists are doing,” he

added, making special mention of improve-
ments to weather forecasting models, now
on hold. “The ripple effects and the linger-
ing impact of this are going to be signifi-
cant and noticeable.”

NASA absence felt 
At the American Astronomical Society’s

233rd meeting, which runs through today in
Seattle, 10 to 15 percent of the registered
participants did not show up in the end,
according to organizers - 300-450 people
out of 3,200. The society, which meets
twice a year, is a must for researchers in
the field. Hundreds of presentations, press
conferences and other events are on the
agenda. Many astronomers announce key
discoveries at the conferences - on black
holes, galaxies or, you know, the formation
of the universe.

But 96 percent of NASA staff are con-
sidered non-essential, according to
Democratic lawmakers. That means 16,700
agency employees have been furloughed
until the agency’s new budget is approved.
They cannot even attend the winter meet-
ing as a representative via videolink - even
if they pay for their travel out of their own
pockets. “Usually, the director of astro-
physics at NASA will come and make a lit-
tle presentation and then take questions for
an hour,” says AAS spokesman Rick
Fienberg. “So sessions like that - that
involve government officials who are cur-
rently on furlough - obviously, those could-
n’t happen.”

The Stratospheric Observatory for
Infrared Astronomy, or SOFIA - an aircraft
largely funded by NASA, in concert with
the German Aerospace Center - was meant
to welcome visits onboard in Seattle. No
deal. “That had to be canceled because
SOFIA is NASA-funded and it’s currently
grounded,” Fienberg said. The spokesman
took pains not to overstate the conse-
quences of the government, saying that the
conference sessions were well attended,
even if there was an “undercurrent of dis-
appointment.”

At NASA’s booths, subcontractors are
holding the reins. An exception was made
for co-authors of major studies, who were
allowed to make their presentations if the
lead authors were absent. But that doesn’t
mean the shutdown is pain-free for the
society. “A lot of what people come for is
to interact with their colleagues and peers
and friends and to explore new opportuni-
ties in research,” he said. “And some frac-
tion of those conversations aren’t happen-
ing, and it’s a shame.” — AFP 

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo (left) meets Nechirvan Barzani, outgoing Prime Minister of Iraq’s autonomous Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), in the province’s capital
Erbil during a Middle East tour yesterday. — AFP 

World body 
hit hard after 
US pullback 

The year 2019 started off at the
United Nations with Somalia
brazenly kicking out the UN

envoy, followed soon after by
Guatemala ditching a UN-sponsored
anti-corruption commission. After a
tough year that saw the United
States, the UN’s top financial backer,
cut funding, pull out of the Human
Rights Council and scrap UN-
backed agreements, the United
Nations is taking more hard hits.
Some UN watchers are questioning
whether the global organization cre-
ated at the end of World War II to
safeguard world peace is facing a
slow demise, increasingly under
attack by governments with nation-
alist agendas.

Nearing the half-way mark in
his f ive-year tenure, UN chief
Antonio Guterres has warned that
multilateralism is under fire at a
time when the world needs it most.
Leading the anti-UN charge is
President Donald Trump whose
America-First approach to foreign
policy has emboldened other gov-
ernments to thumb their noses at
the United Nations, analysts say.
“The UN is having a nerve-wrack-
ing start to 2019,” said Richard
Gowan, senior policy fellow at UN
University. While the United
Nations may not be on the brink of
total collapse, “the Trump adminis-
tration’s attitude encourages others
to defy the UN,” he said.

On Monday, the new envoy for
Syria, Geir Petersen of Norway, took
up his post as the UN’s fourth peace
broker, but the United Nations has
been sidelined by Russia and Iran in
its efforts to end nearly eight years
of war. Peacekeeping - at the heart
of the UN’s security approach - is
under serious financial strain after
the United States announced plans
in late December to further cut back
its budget contribution.

Meanwhile, the Security Council
is divided over how to respond to
the elections in the Democratic
Republic of Congo. Both Somalia
and Guatemala have cited UN inter-

ference to justify their decisions. UN
envoy to Somalia Nicholas Haysom
was declared persona non grata last
week after he questioned the
Mogadishu government’s decision to
arrest an Al-Shabaab defector who
ran for election. Guatemala
announced it was unilaterally ending
the mandate of a UN-backed anti-
corruption commission that had
been looking into President Jimmy
Morales’ election campaign finances. 

US abandons UN 
Jeffrey Feltman, the UN’s former

political chief who stepped down
last year, worries that the United
States and European powers no
longer have the UN’s back when dis-
agreements like those with
Guatemala or Somalia arise. “What
concerns me is that there no longer
seems to be effective push-back
against such decisions,” said
Feltman, now a fellow at the
Brookings Institution. 

Member states who would nor-
mally be expected to defend the
principles have “abandoned tradi-
tional positions,” he said, citing the
United States, or been consumed
with political turmoil such as Britain
with Brexit and EU countries with
populism. “The UN secretariat, fear-
ful of losing essential member state
support, will not speak out forceful-
ly, in the absence of sufficient mem-
ber state backing,” he added.

A potential bright spot is Yemen,
where the United Nations has suc-
ceeded in bringing the warring sides
to the table for negotiations on end-
ing a horrific war - but UN diplo-
mats caution that peace process is
fragile. “The UN is being tested like
perhaps never before,” said Louis
Charbonneau, UN director for
Human Rights Watch, who argues
that stronger UN leadership is need-
ed to help the world body survive
this difficult moment. “The secre-
tary-general should use his bully
pulpit to call out abusers by name,
no matter how powerful. We need
him to be more of a general than a
secretary.” 

Faced with setbacks, Guterres
counters that people continue to see
the UN as the best platform to
address global problems, such as cli-
mate change. A major UN climate
summit planned for September is
shaping up as a key test of the UN’s
relevance. — AFP 


